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In the report, we introduced their productions & sales from now till 2011 for China & Global market, poly silicon manufacture technology history, today, & future low cost technology. Give detail information analyst on experimental technology...

Aug. 10, 2009 - PRLog -- Summary

In the report, we introduced their productions & sales from now till 2011 for China & Global market, poly silicon manufacture technology history, today, & future low cost technology. Give detail information analyst on experimental technology of poly silicon. (especially low cost technology), what is more, we also introduce the building & planning projects of China & global poly silicon factories. And we also give our remark or opinion on the planning or building project whether succeed of the factories yield technology. According these analysts we can give good forecast of poly silicon products demand sales & shortage data in the coming 5 years. Though almost all biggest poly silicon vendor expanded their production capacity these years, there are also a lot shortage of global poly silicon, so more & more new enter come in this industry & all of them need manufacture technology, but almost all the biggest vendor will not transfer their technology to others, so the new enter need develop their own technology, but as we all know, it is not an easy thing to develop a new technology for poly silicon manufacture, so this largely limited the product expanding of poly silicon.
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ChinaCCM.com is China's leading industry consultancy expert offering industry intelligence and research solution, ChinaCCM Market Research Centre is a research division focusing on professional market survey and industry research.
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